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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climb Data Reduction

How well does your simulator teach IFR procedures? ... www.asa2fly.com to download a FREE Demo and test-fly this exciting technology! .... aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN'S, VELOCITY, etc. ... World Aerobatic Champions win with our specially designed, light weight, low noise and. 
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Stick & Rudder



Test Pilot IN MARCH WE INTRODUCED the sawtooth climb flight test technique, compared it to the modified checkclimb technique (which "Test Pilot" presented from September through November 2000), and gave some advantages of the sawtooth method. Flight test details, helpful hints, and safety considerations rounded out that discussion. Now we'll use sawtooth climb data collected in the EAA Young Eagles RV6A to illustrate how to take the raw flight test data and transform it into useful planning and in-flight tools. Over two days we flew three sawtooth climb tests. Each climb was timed over a 500-foot altitude change, and the middle pressure altitudes were 3,500, 6,500, and 9,500 feet. Average airplane weight during each climb was 1,442 pounds, 208 pounds below the m a x i m u m allowed, and the center of gravity was in the middle of the allowable range. We recorded flight test data on kneeboard cards during the flight and transcribed the numbers to a worksheet for the data reduction.



Final Cut Sawtooth climb data reduction



ED KOLANO The worksheet has a single matrix of flight test data, which is easier to work with than a bunch of test cards and separate worksheets. Figure 1 contains the raw test data and the numbers we calculated as part of the data reduction for the 3,500-foot test. We'll use the 80mph data in the worksheet's first row as an example during our data reduction explanation. "Pressure Altitude Block" is the first calculated column, and it's simply top-of-block altitude minus the bottom-of-block altitude (3,750 3,250 = 500). We'll use this height and the elapsed time to calculate the average rate of climb through the test block. The pressure altitude at the midpoint of the test block ("Mid Press Alt") is the next calculated column. We climbed from 3,250 feet to 3,750
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For each run calculate the average rate of climb (ROC) for each run by



dividing the block height by the elapsed time it took to climb through the block. Our block height is in feet, and our elapsed time is in seconds, so we multiplied by 60 to make the climb rate come out in feet per minute. Avg ROC =
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Test Observed Order Airspeed



Press Mid Elapsed Alt Press Time Block Alt



feet, but we'll label our climb plot using this midpoint altitude because our block is small and the climb rate did not change appreciably from bottom to top. To determine the midpoint, add the bottom, or start, altitude to the top, or finish, altitude and then divide by two.
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Avg OAT Density ROC (deg F) Alt



Remarks Low confidence. Wandered fast; explains faster ROC. Don't use.
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Figure 1 Sport Aviation
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Climb Rate (3800 ft Density Altitude)



Test Pilot 1200-1



As discussed last month, basing your airplane's climb performance



charts on density altitude allows you to use them anytime you know the density altitude. If you make thee plots based on pressure altitude, they would only be valid at thosee pressure altitudes when the OLitsidee air temperature (OAT) matched thee OAT during the test. We used the midpoint pressure al1titude and OAT (measured at thep block's midpoint during each run))
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climb Data Reduction - Size 

kneeboard cards during the flight and transcribed the ... work with than a bunch of test cards and separate ..... mum climb angle and the airspeed at which it ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance Data Reduction 

density altitude between the mid- point of the lowest altitude block and the midpoint of the highest alti- tude block for one airspeed. Repeat this plotting exercise ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance Data Reduction 

cards brimming with numbers, it's ... Major Credit Cards Accepted â€¢ WI residents add 5% sales tax â€¢ Shipping and handling Not included. Â® ... Flight path angle.
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

neuvers near your airplane's limit load factor can ... the repeated climbs and descents ... and VY airspeeds is one of the test's primary chores, and this means you ..... You'll know whether you ... In reality you can ignore this in most homebuilts.
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

You repeat this until you've covered the entire range of possible climb airspeeds. If your airplane had a smoke system, the repeated climbs and descents.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

The sine of one angle of a right triangle is the ratio of the ... airplane's maximum climb angle depends on its Thrust, Drag, and ..... Major credit cards accepted.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Test Pilot. Climb. Performance. The best rate depends on power, and ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. ... Contact us for more details, including prices, at.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Repeat the test using different air- speeds. From the data you gather, you can determine which airspeed produces the best climb rate and what that rate is for ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Test Procedures 

cards brimming with numbers, it's time to transform them ... FPA Flight path angle. Figure 1 block is simply ... A persoiiali/ed membership card and EAA decals;.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Mar 8, 2003 - feet above the water, you'll have to climb. No matter how .... House & Air Show ... ly, it depends on T-D, which is called excess thrust. The ratio ...
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Test Pilot: Flight-Path Stability Data Reduction 

month's test card data grid and the calculated numbers we'll ... vertical flight-path angle. The data reduction ... path angle, you need true airspeed and the vertical ...
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Test Pilot: Analyzing Range & Endurance Testing Data 

range and endurance performance for airspeeds that ... airplane's weight before refueling plus ... Add the airplane weights for the test's ..... ENGLISH WHEELS.
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Test Pilot: Analyzing Range & Endurance Testing Data 

Rgure 2. Plotting your speed and fuel flow data to create a curve gives you the ..... To download Cirrus DUATS from the World. Wide Web .... ENGLISH WHEELS.
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Test Pilot: Cockpit Evaluation 

... forces or an overly sensitive feel, which means small. 102 JUNE 2000 .... As you perform all these sug- gested evaluations individually, remember that this is ...
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Test Pilot: Finding Vx 

why we discarded it. This month "Test Pilot" will use the same raw data to determine the. RV-6A's maximum climb angle and the associated airspeedâ€”Vx. Figure ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

... below 10,000 feet pressure altitude up to 200 knots. 102 MARCH 2001 ..... Send your comments and sug- gestions to Test Pilot, EAA Publica- tions, P.O. Box ...
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Test Pilot: Grading Glide 

O.O. Aircraft Company. Ohio offers ... Download our brochure at: www.rayallencompany.com. For more .... 2-Blade to 6-Blade designs available up to 2000 hp.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of air- speeds your plane is capa- ble of flying, and you can create a table or plot of cal- ibrated versus observed air- speed.
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Test Pilot: Stability & Friction 

Repeat this until you map the airspeeds faster than the trim speed. Remember, you're not expanding your airplane's flight envelope dur- ing this test. Do not ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

2. P. Vc = 0.369 x VG x. OAT + 273.15. 2026.12. Vc = 0.369 x 121.78 x. = 120.21 ... aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN's, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- ... but you find yourself stabilized at 126 knots as you ap-.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Test Pilot. JANUARY'S "Ttsi PILOT" uis- cussed an airplane's vari- ... which is what we pilots read on the ..... data you call out over the intercom. A second crew ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of airspeeds your plane is ca- pable of flying, and you can create a table or plot of calibrated versus ob- served airspeed.
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Test Pilot: Freeplay & Centering 

This position is the forward end of the freeplay band. The freeplay band is the difference between the aft and forward ends. 6. Repeat the test for left, then right ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

Service Center: MT-Propeller USA, Inc. 1180 Airport Terminal Drive. De Land, FL 32724. Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected].
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